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ABSTRACT

Data understanding is crucial throughout space missions
and inherent in science workflows. To understand and
reproduce scientific results it is important to trace them
back to the data-sources and derived products at all times.
With heterogeneous data-sources, large data-sets, com-
plex data acquisition and processing methods, however,
it is challenging to keep track of heterogeneous instru-
ment data and complex derived products such as 3D re-
constructions. We present PROVEX, a provenance track-
ing framework which provides a principled approach to
collaborative data and workflow management targeting
space science applications. PROVEX provides the data
and workflows as graph visualizations that the user can
interact with. We showcase the application with use-
cases from geological interpretation based on 3D recon-
structions and mineral analysis using spatially mapped
multi-spectral imagery. Testing emphasizes use cases
from preparations for the Hera mission [4].

Key words: Provenance, Notebooks, Hera, 3D-GIS, Vi-
sualization.

1. MOTIVATION

Large-scale heterogeneous instrument data from cam-
eras, spectrometers, and other chemical and physical in-
struments is immanent to space missions and plays a cen-
tral role in space science. Analysis such as geological in-
terpretation crucially depends on the understanding and
consistency of the data products.

Given the central role of measurements and processing it
is important to trace back the relevant data when drawing
conclusions. For example, when integrating new instru-
ment, calibration data or improved data-processing meth-
ods it is important to identify which findings from derived
products need to be re-evaluated. The information needed
to trace back each computation, interaction or analysis
step is often referred to as provenance information and

needs to be taken care of as an integral component of the
data pipeline and analysis workflow.

Tracking provenance data in data-centered approaches is
not new, yet it is not easily applicable to the particular
setting of space missions for two reasons: (1) dealing
with large 3D reconstructions and heterogeneous instru-
ment data is challenging, (2) provenance data alone is
not enough – provenance data needs to be tracked and
documented through all phases of data acquisition and
-analysis and be approachable and repeatable for sci-
entists. In this work we present the PROVEX frame-
work, which allows to coherently track provenance data
in space missions. The approach is outlined in Fig. 1.

2. BACKGROUND

PROVEX focuses on managing planetary 3D reconstruc-
tions [7] as well as instrument data and maintaining
scientific results in a tractable and approachable man-
ner. The data in this context is generated and provided
by PRoViP (Planetary Robotics Vision Processing) [8].
For visualizing 3D data products, the PRo3D [1] (Plane-
tary Robotics 3D Viewer) is used by PROVEX. PRo3D
is a multi-platform open source tool maintained under
GitHub [6]. PROVEX integrates a viewer to visualize the
PRoViP data and PRo3D to visualize and interact with
the 3D data products in order to inspect the tracked data
in an approachable way and to perform new analysis.

We demonstrate PROVEX for the following scien-
tific use cases, in preparation of Hera [4] science
operations and in discussion with the Hera Working
Group 4 (WG4) ”Data Analysis, Exploitation, Inter-
pretation”: (1) Geological interpretations of planetary
3D reconstructions and (2) Qualitative and quantita-
tive analysis of mineral compositions (chemical ma-
terial compound analysis using multi-spectral image
data) of astronomical objects. All images and analy-
ses of Dimorphos are based on the Dimorphos shape
model g 01960mm spc obj dimo 0000n00000 v003.obj
from the DART repository.



Figure 1: PROVEX integrates 3D data (left) with provenance tracking in a provenance graph (middle left) interoperating
with Jupyter notebooks for scientific analysis (middle right) and tracks the generated output (right) within the provenance
graph [3]. Processing, analysis and interpretation steps can be analyzed at all times, processing parameters and key
interactions can be inspected, adjusted and coherently tracked in the system.

3. PROVEX TECHNICAL REALIZATION

PROVEX is being developed to track analyses workflows
for Hera. It is a web-based application that establishes a
connection to a graph database that stores manually and
automatically tracked data to reproduce and visualize pre-
vious workflow states. The data types include images and
corresponding meta data files that contain information
about the underlying data that was used to reconstruct Di-
morphos (see Fig.10), PRo3D files to display and interact
with the reconstructed model and varying documentation
file formats to present the findings.

The provenance graph and the files corresponding to
graph nodes are displayed in the web application. The
graph visualizes how files relate to each other and ad-
ditionally represents the chronology of processing steps
encoded in the graph layout.

The following subsequent sections discuss PROVEX in
more detail. Section 3.1 presents the PROVEX architec-
ture, the product types that are displayed in the graph and
features that are implemented in PROVEX. The web ap-
plication is summarized in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 ad-
dresses how to interact with PROVEX within PRo3D,
and Section 3.4 covers the integration of PROVEX in
concrete data-science workflows.

3.1. Architecture

The PROVEX architecture consists of a graph database,
a web application to interact with the data and the data-
science platform Jupyter notebooks [2]. An overview of
the PROVEX components and how they are connected is
given in Fig. 2.

Images and calibration data are processed by the meta
data engine based on PRoViP-exported and complemen-
tary imported data, and the resulting meta data and the 3D
reconstruction are ingested into the PROVEX database
(DB). PROVEX uses Neo4j [5] to store the graph data.
The initial data upload can be done in a separate user in-
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Figure 2: An overview of the technical components: All
data products tracked by the PROVEX Meta Data Engine
are stored in the PROVEX database (DB). The server re-
trieves and adds new data. The PROVEX user interface
(UI) visualizes the tracked data and establishes a connec-
tion with PRo3D to load and store PRo3D data from, re-
spectively to the PROVEX DB. The jupyter notebooks
can either communicate with the PROVEX DB using the
PROVEX UI interface or directly the server interface.
Native PROVEX components are marked in yellow.

terface that iterates over a given folder structure and up-
loads the images and camera data to a DB by providing
the address of the server that interacts with the DB as de-
picted in Fig. 3.

The PROVEX user interface (UI), is discussed in more
detail in Section 3.2, interacts with the PROVEX DB via
a flask server. The server provides REST API endpoints
to request graph data, add new nodes and edges and to
update edge data. The server can be set up locally or
the user can alternatively connect to the PROVEX DB.
Therefore the user has to connect to the DB using the
PROVEX UI, shown in Fig. 4.

The PROVEX UI also communicates with PRo3D which
provides REST API endpoints to set a scene, to get scene
data and to extract and apply annotations. PROVEX UI
and PRo3D additionally communicate over a websocket
connection, such that PRo3D can actively broadcast up-
dates done by the user. These updates are automatically



Figure 3: The data for the 3D reconstruction is uploaded
with the data injestion user interface (left) to Neo4j
(right).

Figure 4: EOX connection requires credentials (top).
Graph data is displayed after a successful connection is
established (bottom).

or semi-automatically sent to PROVEX to be stored to the
PROVEX DB. This is discussed in more detail in Section
3.3.

For more complex analysis workflows we intergrate
Jupyter Notebooks. The results can either directly be up-
loaded using the flask server API or manually using the
PROVEX UI.

3.2. PROVEX web application

Fig. 5 shows the layout of the web application:

1. The editor panel shows the content of the selected
node

Figure 5: The PROVEX user interface with (1) the editor
panel, (2) the graph panel, (3) the graph interaction panel,
(4) the graph viewer panel and (5) the attribute panel

2. The graph panel depicts the graph and embedded
panels to interact with the graph and to analyse the
graph

3. The embedded graph interaction panel implements
the tabs Projects, Scripts, Explore to load and select
a specific project, to apply scripts and to explore the
graph.

4. The embedded graph viewer panel contains tiles that
show multiple workflows based on the project

5. The attribute panel shows meta data connected to the
selected node

The graph includes item nodes and collection nodes. Col-
lections function as semantic orientation for the user and
support the user to focus on important aspects as collec-
tions can be collapsed and extended interactively.

We specified following item node types with the respec-
tive file types:

• Raw Data: Image

• Calibration: JSON

• Reconstruction: PRo3D

• Analyses: PRo3D

• Presentation: Document — 3D Object — Notebook

We further specified the following collection node types:

• Raw Data Collection

• Calibration Collection

• Analyses Collection

• Presentation Collection



Raw Data nodes represent images that are used for the re-
construction, calibration nodes represent the calibration
data in a json format, the reconstruction node stores the
3D mesh embedded in a PRo3D scene, analyses nodes are
analyses based on the previous reconstruction performed
in PRo3D and the presentation nodes are files of the type
image, PDF or .ipynb (jupyter notebook). Presentations
show the findings of an analyses. Reports can be auto-
matically generated using the download icon in the graph
viewer panel. The automatic report stores an image of the
current graph and extracts some meta-information, e.g.
the names of the contributors from the graph.

Fig. 6 shows four different node selections. In figure a)
an item node with the type Calibration is selected. In
figure b) a collection node with the type Raw Data Col-
lection is selected. Figure c) shows the UI with a selected
Analyses item node and figure d) a selected Presentation
Collection node.

3.3. Provenance tracking in PRo3D

Generally, a PRo3D scenes consists of reconstructed sur-
faces, possibly some measurements or annotations on the
surface and visualization settings such as viewport, color
settings etc. All this data can be saved as PRo3D project
file. Generally, those files could simply be stored as a
payload for provenance nodes. While this is a viable
approach, we opted for a tighter integration of PRo3D
scenes and PROVEX. To this end, we extended PRo3D
with support for provenance tracking which comes in two
flavors:

1. User-driven creation of provenance ‘snapshots‘: A
provenance snapshot is a state of the PRo3D scene
which can be saved and restored at all times. When-
ever the user made progress which should be stored
for future analysis or exploration, the snapshot needs
to be triggered manually. For each snapshot the sys-
tem automatically maintains and updates the under-
lying provenance data.

2. Automatic provenance tracking which operates in
the background and records interaction steps au-
tomatically. This approach is based on heuris-
tics which detect unnecessary changes but creates
a snapshot for potentially relevant user-interactions.
As an example, consider changes of the viewport in
the scene. As long as no annotations are created,
capturing and storing all those exploratory interac-
tions is unnecessary. To prevent storing those, sub-
sequent redundant interactions collapse to a single
node avoiding clutter. For explicitly intended snap-
shots, users can always fall back to manual snap-
shots. The creation of the snapshot and maintaining
the provenance data works just like (1).

From a user perspective, automatic tracking can be en-
abled and disabled and also in automatic mode it is pos-

a) Selecting of a calibration item node

b) Selecting of a raw data collection node

c) Selecting of an analyses item node

d) Selecting of a presentation collection node

Figure 6: PROVEX UI with varying node selections.

sible to trigger manual snapshots actively. An exam-
ple provenance graph for a simple scene with one single
polygon annotation is given in Fig. 7.

In order to distinguish between coarse-grained prove-
nance information and fine-grained provenance on a per-
scene level in the PROVEX UI, we introduced another
node type called collapsable node which contains a
PRo3D scene and its provenance graph as a sub-graph.
This allows to collapse PRo3D nodes and expand them
as needed when looking at the scene in more depth.
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Figure 7: The provenance information for a polygo-
nal measurement on the Dimorphos model which was
recorded automatically. Nodes represent relevant modi-
fications of the viewport, changes of visualization prop-
erties (e.g. use elevation coloring) and measurement in-
teractions. The graph also reveals that the measurement
was performed using the elevation map. By clicking on
nodes, each step can be reproduced at all times. All an-
notation elements available in PRo3D get tracked and the
provenance information is stored to the database trans-
parently to the user.

3.4. Support for data-science workflows

While PRo3D provides workflows for geological analy-
sis on 3D surfaces, numerous other tools exist for partic-
ular use cases. For this reason, in PROVEX we provide
a technology independent interface for third-party tools
and programming environment.

To this end, PROVEX exposes a web API which can be
used from most programming environments and thus can
be integrated in many tools. The API is provided as a
REST service and provides functions such as:

• Load node data such as 3D reconstructions

• Query node data

• Query 3D annotation data

• Spatial and Geospatial queries on 3D reconstruc-
tions

This allows to access PROVEX data fluently from the
outside which is particularly interesting when heteroge-
neous data (e.g. spatial, geospatial and raw instrument
data) needs to be aggregated or combined.

PROVEX also provides Python wrappers for the REST in-
terface to conveniently work from within common python
environments, even from Jupyter notebooks [2]. An inter-
active session showing the interactive exploration of 3D
data in the PRo3D panel and a Jupyter notebook session
which analyses and visualizes the data interactively is de-
picted in Fig. 8.

Another use case comes into play when different methods
need to be compared systematically and evaluated on data

Figure 8: A Jupyter notebook session which shows the
communication with the PROVEX API which processes
3D annotations being made in an interactive PRo3D ses-
sion. The python ipyleaflet [11] package is used to vi-
sualize the annotations in 2D maps. Note that all data is
synchronized automatically.

Figure 9: Geological interpretation and Jupyter integra-
tion of Dimorphos reconstruction (right).

stored in the PROVEX ecosystem. By using a Jupyter
notebook which queries the PROVEX data, runs experi-
ments and creates plots and graphs, evaluations and their
conclusions can be made reproducible. The notebook it-
self can be stored as a presentation node in the provex
system itself.

4. SHOW CASES AND MOTIVATIONAL APPLI-
CATIONS

We evaluated our system using two motivating exam-
ples. In section 4.1 we show how notebooks can be used
to compare and evaluate algorithmical methods. In sec-
tion 4.2 we show how spatial and abstract queries can be
used to extract surface properties, find interesting areas
and export the results to other tools.

4.1. Notebooks for comparing strike and dip mea-
surements

As an example for using PROVEX and its notebook in-
terface for the evaluation of different methods solving
particular problems, consider the analysis of geological



strike and dip measurements used for planar geologic fea-
tures. For actually performing strike and dip measure-
ments on 3D reconstructions plane orientations need to
be computed [10]. While PRo3D has built-in support for
this task, it is limited to simple strike and tip measure-
ments without statistical quantification or other advanced
use-case specific use-cases. Without PROVEX, for quan-
titative analyses for example, it is necessary to rely on im-
port and export functionalities. More tightly integrated,
by using the notebook library, different methods for com-
puting strike and dip planes can be compared and plotted
for example using the attitude library [9].

The results of such comparisons can be seen in Fig. 9.
By storing the computational notebook in the PROVEX
database, the evaluations can be repeated and compre-
hended at all times.

4.2. Provenance for complex spatial and abstract
data queries

While 3D reconstructions typically come with an albedo
map, for scientific use-cases additional data layers come
into play, for example:

• Elevation

• Gravitational forces

• The reconstruction accuracy

• Instrument data such as hyper-spectral image data

• Chemical properties or material compositions

In order to support additional data-layers, in PROVEX we
extended PRo3D with support for multiple texture layers.
Example renderings of the Dimorphos 3D reconstruction
can be seen in Fig. 10.

This feature becomes particularly interesting, when dif-
ferent mission phases, or particular analysis and measure-
ments results need to be compared and versioning of data
products with accumulating analysis and interpretations
comes into place. The ‘copy Annotations’ in PROVEX
is designed to support exactly those scenarios. Suppose
that annotations and measurements have been performed
on a reconstruction of an early stage in the mission. Later,
when new reconstructions are available it might be inter-
esting to map old annotations onto newer reconstructions.
By clicking ‘copy annotations‘ on a PRo3D node contain-
ing old reconstructions and annotations in the provenance
graph and pasting them onto another reconstruction, an
implicit dependency is added to the provenance graph
and both results appear simultaneously in the same scene
while retaining the provenance information. The user can
then proceed with modifying the annotations from either
initial status, and their outcome can be followed back to
their joint source. An example is given in Fig. 11.

Figure 10: Rendering of the Dimorphos 3D reconstruc-
tion in PRo3D (top left), the slopes visualized are using a
color scheme.

M0 annotations

M1 annotations

Copy annotation

Figure 11: By using the ‘copy Annotation‘ feature, anno-
tations performed on an older dataset can be added to a
new reconstruction for comparison (left). The operation
is also reflected in the provenance graph (right).



Figure 12: The geometry extracted as wavefront .obj file
from the polygon measurement in Fig. 10

In order to support scientists with analysis of particular
spatial regions on 3D reconstructions, the PROVEX API
provides functions for extracting 3D regions from the re-
construction. An example cutout of a measurement on
Dimorphos (see Fig. 10) is shown in Fig. 12.

The API has functions for querying, as for example:

• Geospatial bounding boxes

• 3D polygons projected onto the surface

• All vertices within a range, provided by any data
layer (e.g. elevation).

The queries can be invoked directly from the Jupyter
notebook environment to perform further computation.

Such functionality is useful when source code of the note-
book is saved as presentation nodes in the provenance
graph. Given new reconstructions in later phases of the
mission, the nodes containing the notebook can be loaded
again and the analysis can be run on a different recon-
structions which allows to quantitatively compare analy-
sis results. Taking this idea even further, figures and plots
for publications can be regenerated whenever new data
becomes available.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

In this work we presented a systematic approach to main-
tain provenance information for input and derived prod-
ucts and extended PRo3D with support for fine-grained
provenance tracking. Based on a common API, it is pos-
sible to interact with analysis results programmatically
using the Jupyter notebook environment for quantitative
analysis of geospatial and abstract instrument data. The
PROVEX approach will be followed-up in forthcoming
discussions with the Hera WG4 Team in terms of viable
scientific use cases and their provenance support. Impor-
tant future research directions are the comparison of data
from different mission phases, the investigation of more
complex geospatial queries for the Hera mission, and the
collaboration aspect.
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